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Agrolot.com is a global trade and information platform on the B2B
market for trade in agricultural products and foodstuffs. The innovation of
this project is as follows:
1. the simplicity of conclusion of transactions using a smart-contract and
the guarantee of execution thereof;
2. efficiency and economic benefits for all participants in trade
transactions;
3. security and transparency of transactions based on blockchain for its
members;
The idea of creating this project emerged from our experience in the
market of international trade in agricultural products and foodstuffs. We
have rationalized all business processes in finance, logistics, storage,
insurance, monitoring the quality and quantity of the products. To ensure
the efficiency and speed of the platform promotion many of these
processes will work on blockchain technology.
Having tested all similar platforms, we came to the conclusion that the
majority of them provide services of the local nature and are not meant
for real trading and getting real results, but are only informative.
We provide a comprehensive solution in the field of international trade.
This will allow small and medium-sized manufacturers and consumers to
settle mutually beneficial deals from anywhere in the world. Along with
that, we guarantee payment security using smart-contracts, safety and
delivery of goods to their destination.
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For a full-scale implementation of our idea, it is necessary:
To introduce into the platform a payment system based on blockchain;
To develop own OFIR coin (operative food international register);
To open AGROLOT representative offices, for legal and logistic support
of platform users around the world;
To conduct a large marketing campaign for the target audience.
To maintain the long-term obligations of the platform, we personally will
become one of the producers of agricultural products through the
formation of a land bank.
Through the optimal attraction of investments, we chose ICO. We issue
AGLT tokens based on the ERC-20 standard, where each token will be a
share of our company. The token holder will have the following rights:
share in the project;
the right to its share of the profit from the platform operation.
We will issue 100 million tokens. Most of them (80 million) will be divided
among investors, and 20 million will become the reserve and insurance
funds of the company.
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ICO is planned to be carried out in 4 rounds:
First round:
Private sale
1 AGLT = 1$;
2 million AGLT will be sold;
Period: from May 20 to May 29, 2018
The Second round:
Pre-sale
1 AGLT = 1$;
3 million AGLT will be sold;
Period: from May 30 to June 14, 2018
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The third round:
ICO Sale
1 AGLT = 1$;
20 million AGLT will be sold;
Period: July 01 to July 30, 2018
Bonuses accrual stages:
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The collected funds will be distributed as follows:

The fourth round is the step-by-step formation of a land bank, by selling
tokens at the exchange as the location and repurchase of agricultural
facilities. Facility repurchase process:
Facility repurchase process:
Finding a facility;
Audit of the facility;
Review and discussion with investors (token holders);
Sale of the number of tokens required for the repurchase of the facility
on the exchange;
Repurchasing and commissioning of the facility.
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Investment advantages of the token holders
Each investor will receive relevant dividends depending on the number of
token holders. The dividends will be formed from:
— profit of the agrolot.com platform;
— increase the token cost;
— profits from a vertically integrated agrarian holding.
After the financial audit for the reporting period, the dividends will be
distributed to the token holders in the account on their wallets.
Our goal is to enable small and medium businesses to safely enter the
international markets, and to reduce the ultimate cost of foodstuffs for
the consumer.
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